2012, May 17

Mother Sekhmet Thursday Night Call

Opening Meditation:

Angelsu

Mayan Calendar:
Rainbird
●Wednesday - LAMAT – start of a new wave; last wave of harmonic module
●Thursday – MULUC – 2 – moon; polarity, stabilizing; wise use of rational mind; listening to spirit
●Friday – OC – 3 – the dog; a good tone for healing the past; unconditional love aspect; surrender fears,
contact spirit guides
●Saturday – CHUEN – 4 – balance; about balance in work and play; pay attention to clarity of mind;
●Sunday – EB – 5 – spinning of the pyramid; powerful day – annular solar eclipse
●Monday – BEN – 6 – skywalker; warrior aspect
●Tuesday – IX – 7 – visionary aspect; magician, being in dream space; midpoint of the wave: manifestation
and mental alertness
●Wed - MEN – 8 – eagle, visionary aspect; also a 5-5-5 day in calendar year; 23 - most powerful # in
month
●Thursday - CIB – 9 – warrior tone; mobilize our warrior aspect as we meet again
MariettaRobert: for phone audience: normally, the line is open 15 minutes ahead of time
but due to changes at the station, will go on the radio at 9:00 pm.
Phone audience members will still get to talk before hand, just won't get on radio until 9:00
Housekeeping:
D'Yanna
Thank all of you for the effort of the last 10 years; we are a user supported internet radio show
which requires all our help; thank you! You Occupy the Radio when you donate!
BBS:
● Need only $105 from last week + $300 for this week. [total of $455]
There is a Paypal button on BBS;
T & R: ● they still need $100 for new tires + $100 to pay ET + $100 for food
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com There is a Paypal button on this site
and we can indicate whether it is for BBS or T & R
[Paypal = a 5 day process; US Mail is the same]
● Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● Let MariettaRobert know: stargatemarietta@gmail.com Phone: 317- 773-0061
● if you don't have a computer, call MR and she will help
● another way to help T & R: Sunflower Farmers Market
● Call Robyn LaCorte, Office Manager, tel: 480-820-4900 Fax: 480-820-4044
● Robyn is the only one who can issue a gift card; she will mail it to T & R when you
call to make a donation
rlacorte@sfmarkets.com
www.sunflowerfarmersmarket.com
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free
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Hard News:
Betty rubble paid one bill; Electric Bill needs to be paid; Driving on bald tires is getting interesting
R: the big story is also running on bald tires!
● What Joe Biden said yesterday is the way it is: they don't get it! Best speech he has ever made!
T: A correction of what she has said:
● Joe Biden was the sitting Chair of the Senate Committee of Foreign Relations [not of the
Committee of Foreign Relations]
● he was still the one who was asked by Cardinal Egan of NYC [the Black Pope] to tell George
Tennant to start 9/11
● all talking heads are saying: we are really seeing how the story is coming alive with what Sirian
Commander is doing to get the economy back on track – manufacturing jobs coming back to US
Mr X: Rama does not hear much from many of them: they are keeping BO, Michelle and kids alive
●Tells us we are in a magnificent moment right now, time from 2008 to now
● we will see the return of Quetzalcoatl – that energy is returning; the energy of the Kumaras
and this is bringing things completely around
● the ones who have to do this at the highest levels know their orders and their roles for a split
second decision whenever they receive it
Mr X: with reference to people like Drake, Faction 2, Bill Wood: the decision has to go the highest
spiritual levels, this exercise is not about goons with guns; Yes Mr X represents C-A and the
wingmakers . . .
● yet this is about divine humanity comes in and the grace for all humanity;
● in the last few moments by supporting same sex marriage, Obama brings in the story of Divine
Marriage, El Morya and Kuthumi ascended masters who bring in such energies
● the man who represents El Morya and most people have not heard of him; there is a greater story
coming about which blends spiritual story with the physical story, has to do with rounding up these
ones – Mr X knows how evil these ones are
● Rama has no words for what he sees on Al Jazeera
and is Chicago, IL beginning to look like Homs, Syria?
● Barack Obama has walked into a story with such a huge slice that we have not even been able to dream
it, and folks can end this in a split second. Yet there is also divine timing to this and R does not
know what the timing is, but his cells are saying this is it!
● Greece has gone down, Spain ; possibly the EU will disappear within the next 2 weeks, and US in the 2
weeks after that.
● The end of this month, the 31st, Memorial Day is a 3 day banking holiday: is this the day the Hill gets a
visit? R asked Mr X and got a click as he hung up the phone
T: Three Stargate openings are preparing us
May 5th – the Antares Stargate activation – Antares / Arcturus midway station is where people go
to re-integrate into galactic law; the people who left their bodies and went to that midway station
have that galactic information and it is merging with those people on the ground - don't have to
leave their bodies to get re-integrated with the deeper understanding
● Cynthia says in stead of saying “Higher Self”, say the “Deeper Hearted Self”
May 16th - 18th – reconnection of the Orion Stargate
● it has a wormhole from there to very near to our solar system – this provides an opportunity
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(1) for those who came from Orion that meddled in our affairs and were 5 th dimension and
higher consciousness with mal-intent can be frogmarched through that wormhole and be
taken back to Dracos &tried on Dracos for their crimes – Mother will be glad to have a
contingency force to accommodate: we have 16 million Sovereign Militia Forces in body on
the ground
● and (2) for us: we can heal this Orion War by loving them more.
● There is no opposite to love; that means we end polarity which is required to create as we cocreated it with Mother; now we will merge back to that unity consciousness without death, though
the vibration is speeding up exponentially
May 20th – May 22nd – Stargate over the Indian Ocean – it connects with the other 2, and this
connection of the 3 will heal: the location is where the nuke was detonated from the bottom of the
ocean that caused the tidal wave to hit Thailand and literally killed 10 million people
Caller: brings up the story of the Smiths who visited White House; son asked if Pres had spoken to
aliens lately? Obama responded - Well, if that had happened, it would have taken place in this
Situation Room. Interesting that Obama responded to the question
R: he went as far as he could go by saying i”f it had happened”
T: brings up that Barack Obama called Rama and said his father was sitting in the room with him
R: this is a way to say to all that things are moving right along and the next step is to discuss
T: asked if death of former wife of Bobby Kennedy Jr was a murder?
R: Mr X could not respond to this – not at liberty to say, but there are things going on in high places that
have to do with the changeover from the old to the new – could not say more
T: Joe Biden has been named in a law suit case against the entire Senate for mis-using the filibuster:
when it was created was not intended to use as it is being used now
● Joe Biden is included in the law suit, as VP is always the sitting chair of the Senate Committee
● Biden will not be the VP. So most likely a warning to Bobby Kennedy that we will not buy you
being the VP – yet he will run!!! Teddy Kennedy is supporting Obama and proba
● Radco Milodich, man accused of genocide in Bosnia, went on trial in the Hague on Wed for the
ethnic
cleansing of 8,000 Bosnian boys and men after torturing them & shooting them in the head
● There were faulty things going on with the prosecution; the prosecution wanted 6 months to wait
● judge has not given any date for the re-appearance of Milovics
● Tara is getting a hint of the next thing: Charles Taylor the former Liberian president has
expressed sympathy for the victims of war in Sierra Leone: he has accused prosecutors of paying
witnesses at a UN court – he has accused prosecutors of paying witnesses at a UN court
● the prosecution want him put away for 80 years when judge sentences him at end of May
● yet he brings up the idea of money affecting things: a big fiasco, a cover-up – the prosecution
received millions from the US gov't outside the official funding process for the court
● this money has not been accounted for – witnesses threatened & other things if they did
not cooperate
● at the times things got funny with the prosecution, Madeline Albright was the Sec of State;
Wesley Clark was the general in charge of Serbia Bosnia fiasco; at the moment, Clinton is the Sec
of State having to do with Charles Taylor trial: Tara sees that the judges will take this higher
than the 2 men on trial & it will bring them all down
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Guest: Lloyd Mear
some energies that are evolving:
●seems to be a tiring kind of energy out there: trying to develop what is going on & find a # to counter it
● leukaemia – a ?? gene that goes awry that takes away once the correction is made, takes about an hour
− can return ??
●MS – has been around for a while, has to make sure the immune system is not attacking the mylene
sheath – have been able to treat
Cathy: a number for tiredness?
Lloyd: has people doing the number, but yet no feed back so not sure if it's working
Wants to hear from people who have a sense of over – whelming tiredness
T: tired of the stagnation that is going on in Congress: could a # work to make changes????
a number from the heart that could project a change in those “being mischievous to say the least”
LM: so much frustration in the country, very difficult to govern
to do anything at all, maybe develop a number to change the populace: it's all for me
sees people and the politicians equally to blame
T: have fake voting machines; a secret govt within the gov't; a symbiotic relationship between govt' and
banking industries; whistleblowers filing lawsuit against various things; ALEC making laws behind
the scenes and influencing gov't
Angelsu: has a number to offer: 78336585 – calls in the Law of One for each of the situations
Lloyd: overwhelming things out there
T: a call that has gone out to international science re: Fukishima: is there a number for that to help?
LM: not familiar with the subject matter
T: explains what happened last March, 2011 in Japan
LM: numbers to handle the atmospheric effects of radiation – will take a while to find them
Contact #: 760-362-4679

leave a message; prefers not to work off cell phones – prefers the land line

RE: cancer – mostly slice and dice, or kill, nothing about nourishment & nutritional
he gives numbers of handling the cancer as well as for providing nutritional needs
Mother
Greetings in the light of the most Radiant One, in the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the
Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame
T: we ask for the real thing! So many things moving: even China is calling out their criminals
● we can certainly use your overview!
Greetings, Children of Ra
Indeed, we are in this moment, this moment of this frequency which is bringing about change which
everyone ordered up!
● 9/11 – those 3 numbers seem to be bringing up the story: there was an interesting crack in the
cosmic egg that began the morning of 9/11 that propelled us to this day when we will
witness the return of the Kumaras to this planet at this time.
● It truly is an auspicious moment to truly be alive and in a body! Dance for joy for being here in
whatever form you are in.
● We are in such awe of the over whelming task that we all chose to participate in- you have done
magnificently
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● Refers to song “Jeremiah was a bull frog”, and now they want to bring in Jeremiah Wright, Chicago
cubs? again?
● It is about fear- mongering since our children walked the halls of Ishtar
● all is returning and this is the biggest story that has never been told – only bits & pieces
● the cellular memories of our bodies hold the key to the whole story; each cell is a universe unto
itself – ask them & they will tell you the entire story. The story is completing itself in the
moment.
●The annular solar eclipse on Sunday: seems the South West is a key place for the moment
● Yet with reference to the Indian Ocean – there is a change in the wind – it is about the healing
of all the stories that have been going on since the Namu walked the halls of Ur; it is time that we
come to the conclusion that the story is complete;
● we have the abilities and more: ye are gods and then some, and not to be trifled with in terms of
the magic we can create with our minds. As we can, with our mind, step out of the matrix in
physical terms and end the story here
● the story has already begun: the empire is a shell of itself, and we are looking at a stage prop
set up that once was – we repeat it again: empires die in Afghanistan and it would be in our interest
to leave today, if not sooner.
● The blood of this story is not on his hands, but on the Black Widow's – goes back to the garden, will be
dealt with as she is our daughter; has to do with the garden, the talking snake, and Lilith who was
Adam's 2nd wife or maybe the first; the story was twisted so our minds and hearts would be
separated
● Yes, it was Lillith who was first wife, and she was of the Eva race.
Mo: and the first law was keep it in your pants, all the way in your pants, and keep your hands to yourself!
It's about creation and there were no talking snakes, except the kundalini ● our children played big time with the issues at hand, knowing as we fell into density we would
forget our identity, and we would be on this prison planet for ever – but it is really a garden,
always has been, always will be, and is returning to the magnificence of becoming the Shining Star:
Tita La Coria, Terra Nova
● We have been taken to the brink of destruction and backed away from it in the moment
● In this moment, what we have asked for is coming to pass, in spite of appearances yet it is
moving as fast as it can as we measure time. Yet time is something that we can play with, move it
about; we can change it by our thoughts; after all, we are going from 1260 to 1320 cycle and all we
have ever known is being changed in an instant
● This particular little annular solar eclipse is the keymaster that puts the key into thedoorway and we go
through that doorway; the architect may not see us in the screens of the matrix, yet we are
very much there
● when we show up again, it is an entirely different story; we are separating from that which
represents those cycles where they are in service to self will continue to be in service to self, but
won't be on Terra Nova but maybe Tita Lacoria or Wolf 359 or some other suitable environment
where they can work out their issues of traumatized amnesia
● This is not about a big bang and poof! Everything gone; it is about Sat Yuga where you and us are cocreating a circular cycle of infinite bliss in this moment; and this is how we suggest you see this
eclipse in the moments that are working through the next moments
●as we have feelings of anger, revenge, regret, moments of whatever comes up with the
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frequencies of the solar eclipse and the moon cycle - love these ones, as you would love
mother/father/brother / sister
● they are in the last moments of this cycle – send them on with incredible compassion and love
even tho' they may not even begun to understand one iota of what has just been said.
●The cells know; we are speaking to that structure of intelligence that goes beyond monkey mind
- the place where miracles and mountains move heaven and earth into manifestation
●we speak of when pigs fly, you will see it in the moment and the events which have unfolded
have to do with how things are as if they were not –
●there is such magnificence to behold in all creations going on around us, yet as we send love to
these in the midst of seeming chaos, it creates even more magnificent miracles of such beauty as
●this American Spring, this Arab Spring & Freedom's holy flame has been lit and will not go out!
● Listen to those on Democracy Now this morning – they said it best – it is about us gaining our freedom
● Daniel Elsberg, Chris Hedges and Noam Chomsky were in front of Congress and said that the
section of unlimited detention in the NBAA Act is not constitutional – yet the Republicans are
creating another one, as we speak
● Yet they have nothing; our grandson is only empty promises – send him back to the Void is best idea
● put your stock om the Man with the Plan and the Sirian Commander who has been brought into the fold
of this mission: he knows how to wear several hats at once& we don't know which one at which
time.
● The missing piece in history/herstory is about people of colour & Mother Zudiachus, Mother Africa;
●why is it that this story: I AM trayvon Martin; I AM W B E de Boyce; I AM the Voice of Conscience –
that this might healed in this moment
Cathy: we're talking about the changes coming, and we all feel it: as she goes to visit friends etc and she
sees what is going on around us;
●she thinks that when all this happens this year, our DNA will have to be tuned up. For those who
are aware, it will be easier and there will have to be massive effort, along with our own efforts, to
calm things – a lot will happen in 7 months!
Mo: things are moving big time & then some; and how we are all getting upgrades to the place that I can
be best we can be and then some!
Cathy: we will be able to sustain the bumps in the road which can be quite big:
she sees suicide around her, hears so much about it – how much we have heard about, how much
have we not heard about?
Mo: 18 soldiers a day commit suicide because of the traumatized amnesia that has been fed to them
called 9/11; they got us dead so let's get 'em now we need to stop it now
T: Thom Hartmann had a story today about a couple put through the wringer by Wells Fargo for about 8
years; he had proof that he paid, bank said no he had not paid for 3 months; then they foreclosed
on his home – he ended up committing suicide – the bank has blood on its hands!
Mo: this is the most intense of moments. As we approach the frequencies as planet lines up with our Yanni,
it is about how the goddess must be brought into the story and the goddess energy must be
brought to the place of Pasha Mamma & our Mother Goddess energy coming back –
● our American Spring is being turned into this energy approaching Summer solstice, longest day
● we are witnessing events astronomically and astrologically, there are anomalies in your local area
of your solar system and local galaxy
●It has to do with the fact that nothing has ever been like it is now: we are in orbit; Nibiru is
here; it is not just about us coming to collect our children; it is about the fact that we are part of
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the co-creation with you – the next seven months will go by in a blink of the eye
●You are going to be as magnificent representations of the Galactic Federation of Worlds
representing the myriad of life forms and beauty of creation; does not matter what the form is
but how the energies come across as we do this with love
● The big story is : get past the issue of race: is it only skin deep. It is about the funny game
called: are you black enough or white enough to do this mission?
●The whole issue which sits before us is a story that is so ancient, so old, that it has to come to
us, Mother Zudiachus, about blackis beautiful & the frequency where it all began
● We have a representation of a family unit sitting in the greatest nation on the planet and it is
being trashed by life forms who have no idea of the magnificence of what is in place - have
compassion for them for it is about the genetic engineering breeding love out of their
DNA
● To answer her question: as these 7 months fly by in a split second, we are the ones bringing a conclusion
to this, all 7 billion of us on this planet.
T: even the most difficult of countries are getting with the program or their neighbour countries are
getting after them in a bit way: China is getting after N Korea who want to do another nuclear
explosion, and China is telling them not to;
Mo: any time now Ashtar will reveal himself – with divine humour and love and compassion and with oceans
of tears that have already been shed about how ridiculous we will look with so much egg on our
face!
T: Ashtar said however much you need is how long you will get
●there are 50,000 new technologies – there must be something which can clear up this mess!
● the San Diego plant released a lot of radiation, and nothing was said
Mo: speaks of all the other plants in the US and how out dated they are
● don't split the atom, you flow with it, you work with it - it is a paradox with the powers of
creation you have which are so simple, so powerful, yet so out of our grasp – it's like watching
Homer Simpson drinking a beer because he may not even begin to understand
● like Neo said: We are the one; how we do this is - empty your mind, focus; bring your mind to the
one-pointed energy of All That Is; to the deafening silence of one hand clapping
● This is the turning of the tide: the people of earth have said we want peace and we want it now;
so be it and so it is
T: people are really being found out now
Mo: Mark Zukerberg, grandson of David Rockerfeller – if you are smart, take yourself off Facebook
●It is nothing but a Schindler's List of your age, size of . . . etc!
● Take your abilities of co-creation and begin a new story – we have the ability to do it now
● Medea Benjamin and Code Pink Ladies began today in front of Embassy in Chicago – stop the war in
Afghanistan; stop the war in Irag, stop selling arms to Syria, USA
T: can you stop that sound that blows out eardrums?
Mo: Yes, and send the Violet Flame - we are hear walking amongst you, asking “when is dinner?”
● As for timing, dinner is ready – have only to bring the chuckwagon!
Cathy: as far as the suicides, we know we know to send love, but it will continue?
Mo: yes, we can only sit beside you, hold your hands & remind you there is no death. The souls who chose
this see only a certain view of the prism, the mirror; they see only one section and they chose to
exit in a most undignified manner – we are there, like Andrew the Angel of Death, to remind them
●since 9/11, those who leave can come back if they wish
● Like Donna Somer who died today – she can return if she wants to [63 years]
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● Randi Rhodes brought up the necessity for universal health care
● the idea of using radiation to check the body is measure what is going on – use tri-corders
Mo: someone may have already invented a tri-corder [in all of the 50,000 new technologies]
● Aware that many around where Cathy lives might think of suicide: a tough area where she lives
Cathy: she was on the west coast where all that information was hitting her in the face
Mo: it is about the moment in time where people are at a fever pitch to get the truth out – need some
MagO to get things moving!
● What Mother has seen is that the body is getting well
● Even though the VP is a criminal, he says it like it is: “They don't get who we are” - and it is
about a higher love!!
Caller: thank you all; refers to call of 2 weeks ago when asked Mother for help with a dark one
More info: the person spoken of before is actually head of the dark kingdom, one of the heads
of the dark cabal, according to the guidance caller receives
the black widow – every experience with this one – unbelievable what she does
T: “black widow” means Hillary Clinton, as exposed, is still controlled by ankle biters – the beings that
control all of these characters, so she is not the root of the cause
Mo: we know all that you speak of; the info is in the hands of KOS; this life form will be dealt with and
justice will meted
Caller: can you give confirmation that she has power over the Cabal
Mo: she thinks she has this ability which is amplified through her dark rituals; this energy is coming to an
end because it cannot hold water on the planet any longer
T: her controllers are coming to an end, and so is she as she gets her energy from them. There are
entanglements from the past; you do your work and keep out of it; has to do with a curse from the
past
Mo: send her compassionate love; as you send the frequency of love, it's like radiation to her; they cannot
withstand the frequency of the Violet Flame & what it brings in, as they are brought front and
centre in front of the Throne of the Father.
Caller: there is one in Colorado as powerful as the one in NY; asking for blessings to shut this one down; –
these two have merged together and do not want the peace process to continue; have caused
unbelievable amounts of harm
Mo: you are are also eternal and there is no death
T: but there is 2nd death if that is a choice; everything is a choice:
● to praise respect thank and love all of the ones involved is still the way home
Mo: it's a big deal that we are facing with the top brass sitting in Congress as they play solitaire on their
computers and do trading while the people are starving
T: 35,000 unmanned aerial drones over our heads in the USA!
Summary: Remember to send the Violet Flame and unconditional love for these ones
Closing:
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